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Issue Gets
Hot on Campus
As in Nation
War
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History Rcpcsts

With the invasion of Belgium

College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, May 17, 1940

Should We Enter the War?
What Will You Do Then?
Students Differ on Action;
Some Will Flee to Hills

H France by the Blitz-rolling
such historic names as
«.w, ,By JANET McGINNIS
[vfge' Meuse, Sedan, Amiens |
1Zp"again popped into type thisI o
at w°uld YOU do if the United
ta<.
bringing back memories " 1
were drawn into a foreign war1?"
pk
T me First World War. This
About thirty-five men, represenUng a
mmentator wasn't even tod- cross-section of college life were asfed
dling at the time of the first Ger- tins question this week, and k wide
cross
in invasion, but a look at the section of replies was recefved
history books proves the similarFirst interviewed was Rod
tv
,
Randall, a speech major
M
The main difference between though he realized that' it t
^ two assaults lies in speed; hard to give a fair estimate of
he Nazis, working according to his reactions while coX sur
carefully devised plans, are mov-1
coiaiy suring forward at record speed in
the attempt to make a "quick
I' or the editor's ideas, as
Superior mechanization
kiU"
one more student opinion, see
and air power have given them
the leading editorial this
terrific start on the Allied de
morning, "Intervention."
fense which is only now being
planned.
Germany has already penet- veying the prospects at the
rated into France across the present time, Randall said that
Meuse, which means a virtual he would ^ everything in Ms
flanking
of the Maginot Line. If power to gather all
vlo.
aJy„

JUDGE

'Anything Can
Happen' in
Band Concert
Charlotte Smith Featured
Vocalist at Concert
Next Monday Night

Profs Agree in Urging
Neutrality - for Present

No. 31

Stockton J. C. Has
Doors Wide Open
Science, Art - and Swimming
Shown Visitors Tonight, 7 to 11

Tonight the Stockton Junior College throws open its
"Sixty boys and* girls and a doors to the Stockton townspeople and prospective fresh
man" has been decided upon as men for the purpose of showing the progress it has made
Under the combined bombardment of
the "thematic material" for Rob in the short time it has been an educational part of the
radio and newspaper, even the dizzy
ert B. ("Pop" to everyone in all city of Stockton. From seven until eleven o'clock student
blonde sitting two seats from you in the
circumstances) Gordon and his
•displays may be viewed In the
last class is beginning to wake up to the
all-college Concert Band, which
science building, Administration
fact that there is a war on someplace
will play its annual spring pro
building,
and
the
grounds
-•overseas—Holland, isn't it?
gram next Monday evening on
•t
%
around these two buildings. The ;
• **Tfw *!
As long as it stays overseas
the Conservatory stage.
swimming pool will also be open.
IfWu
' f (W|
—and we stay on our side of
BIGGEST SEASON
PRACTICAL SIDE
the Atlantiq and Pacific — the
After a strenuous season of
A trip through the science |
blonde is likely to have little
PROFESSOR J. RUSSELL preparing for starring bit-parts
ht, (
building will show the practical jj
closer association with World BOOLEY was one of the promi in several musical events on and
work taught the students by
Muty
War II. But if and when the nent musical authorities selected off the campus this year, the
their
instructors. Room 216, Tex- S
to
judge
at
the
tenth
regional
band, this season the biggest in
United States becomes involved,
^ 0
tile Crafts, will show batik work ;
music festival held at Grand Pacific history, is in readiness to
Liege,
Brussels
and
Sedan
may
-\jb
by Mrs. Francis, Andree Brown,
splurge its sweetest and most dif
mean battles in which her boy Junction, Colorado.
and Jean Strong. Weaving is
ficult
program
In
history,
accord
friend is participating.
also to be displayed by Alice ,
ing to the eminent referee of
(Cop ^
AWAKENING
Hall, Mary Creamer, and Alyce
times-out—Maestro Gordon.
In an attempt to awaken her
The traditional time in past
Davidson.
to the problems involved in
years for the concert has been
Prospective bridegrooms are ;
• rAmerican neutrality, the PA
on a Sunday afternoon in early
urged to note the two fashion
•Wiibi
May, but to simply accommodate
CIFIC WEEKLY asked pro
shows arranged by the Costume
Sunday drivers and their fam
fessors, "Should we stay out of
Design class. Wardrobes con- ilies in and about Stockton (and
the present European war? If
strUcted by the girls will be
incidentally to increase the size
so, can we stay out?"
displayed at eight and again at
• t1
of the audience), the Conserva
>*
First in line was the head of
nine o'clock.
Four
States
Represented
tory
office
made
the
change
in
J
ln
Dean
Xss the Channel from England.
' °/
> music major was
Pacific's department of history
ART EXHIBIT
PROFESSOR
J.
H.
JONTE
toir^
date.
e same opinion as Randall,
in Regional Meet
With every American correand political science, Dr. Mal
Turning across the hall to
•d1 t1 ' ® fa
plays
the
role
of
magician
at
SOPRANO SOLOIST
colm R. Eiselen.
J . ** lis! snondent sending dispatches fa-Ibut added that in the event of
Stockton J. C.'s annual Open rooms 217 and 219 art classes
Charlotte
Smith,
senior
so
vorable to the Nazis, there can invasion he would be among the
DR. MALCOLM R. EISELEN
Dr. Eiselen believes we should
Professor J. Russell Bodley re
House. His main prop is a store will show their wares. The class
be little doubt that the early first to enlist.
reminds us that when we go to absolutely stay out of the war. turned recently from Grand J unc prano graduating with a B. M.
in outdoor sketching will make
of liquid air.
degree
in
public
school
music
this
Blitz has been extremely success- WE WOULD GO
war, "we don't have democracy, Whether we can, he says, de tion, Colorado, where he judged
—Photo by Woodruff their sketches into etchings, and
June
and
recently
elected
to
the
ful. This early success has given
Carl Fuller, speech major, and even if we are fighting for it." pends on how long the war lasts. in the tenth regional music fes
the art structure class will en
i aq
national music high-honor society
rise to a flock of dark rumors Wayne Bird, business major, He urges the United States to
"I feel, however, that if Japan tival.
gage in a variety of activities
Pi
Kappa
Lambda,
will
be
soloist
""fa
which see nothing but an Allied | agreed that neither would ac- remain neutral in any eventuality. goes on the war-path, there HIS ASSOCIATE
u. Jtvei
such as screening print on cloth
with
the
band.
She
will
sing
—Photo by Woodruff
He was selected one of the
defeat unless America gets in tively resist in case of a draft,
would be more enthusiasm for
and showing the use of textiles
"One Fine Day" by Puccini, ac
judges in this annual meeting
there again, demolition of Eng- but both would be opposed to
war against Japan."
companied by a bandstration
and paper stencils. The halls
because
of
his
participation
in
the
land unless ditto, etc.
the United States' participation.
from the "pen of Pop." The re
RUIN TO U. S.?
promise to be a miniature art
Los Angeles regional clinic held
This corner prefers to sit tight
Fremont Kingery, science
More provocation for war in last December, at which he was mainder of the program is com
gallery with water colors and
^ hwdla-i for a while longer and see what major said> ^ wouW enljst in
Europe, Dr. Eiselen feCls, would one of the principal speakers. His posed of works ranging from
oils on display with pencil, pen
*wo<Us
the Coast Guard before the draft
happens
w
French
depend on how close Germany associate in judging was John classic to contemporary. Of spe
and ink drawings and etchings
urd, Jtv
comes to winning. "Some people Kendall, director of public school cial interest will be an arrange
done by the outdoor sketching
urth, * lighting fools on their own be«M' Dale "albert; history
ment of the Bach "C minor Pasclass. Advanced work in art will
think that a victorious Germany music in Denver, Colorado.
soil and will take a lot of beating major also would enlist, because
Open
House
Display
Is
hat, 211
sacaglia"
by
Director
Gordon.
be believes that as he would
The regional festival is the na
also be shown with plastic de
would bring ruin to the United
The program in its entirety fol
'T—* on by ( ("secret weapon" or no "secret
Storehouse of Magic
States, but I would prefer to tional meeting of high school lows:
sign, life drawings, and mosaic
weapon").
Even
the
Johnny have
to
go
at
any
event,
he
k HaWtDaij
have us stay out even if Ger choral, band and orchestra stu Sinfonia in E-flat
work demonstrated.
Bulls are finally aroused to the would rather get some choice in
Dr. Knoles Reports on
• COP; thfa
dents. The area includes stu
minor
Franchetti
By DON JONTE
Art fanciers who take a shine
many wins."
point where they will fight to his placement,
1
First Movement.
Time,
Methodist Meeting
From liquid air and spun glass to some picture will be inter
"The best way to make the dents from high schools in Colo Passacaglia
Bach-Gordon
nip—Won b» the last man. Under Churchill, WE WOULD NOT
of the Buf
to geysers and a radio controlled ested to know all pictures may
'world safe for democracy' is rado, Wyoming, Utah and Idaho. Dance
there should be no lack of Eng"I would pack up all my befoons
Rimsky-Korsakoff
I). 22(M,1(:
air plane there will be something be purchased through room 217.
"I feel that the General Con to work it here at home. If we The best units, selected from Well, the Nerve of
lish action.
longings and head for the most
state contests, came to Grand
Him!
Gordon-Fahrback to interest everybody in tonight's
Ikr 'Frtsnol,:
ference
was
very
successful
as
Another branch of art and
go
to
war,
we
don't
have
democ
Germany must win a quick inacessible
mountains,
where
Intermission
third, Jonas victory—or else. The question they couldn't find me, said an organizing body. The new racy, even if we are fighting Junction.
One Fine Day
Puccini open house displays and demon decoration finds us viewing a
U.S.C. REPRESENTED
Charlotte Smith, soprano
strations of the science depart large water color painting by
i Inches; lost is can they do it against a de- Tommy Olaeta, social science Methodist Church has proved it for it."
Bodley and Kendall judged solo Roumanian Rhapsody
ment.
22 led,Hi termined allied defense and coun- major> Darrell Condon, at first self more liberal than many con
No.
1
Enesco.
Betty Lou Parker and Charmian
Dr. Roy C. McCall states in work, quartet, sextet, octet and
30-MINUTE SERVICE
ter-attack according to the Game-1 believed that he> t00, would take sidered possible in its pronounce concise terms his opinion. "I choral work. Band judging was DEEP SECRET
Cash. The setting is a small lin
ments on social justice. Leaders
The nature of the last number
Have you ever wondered how
j tQ the bjqSj but after a little
and media lin plan? And can they do
of the former Church South are believe we should stay out of done by Overgard of Wayne Uni before the intermission remains motion pictures are made? Dr. ing room.
without the aid of Italy.
thought decided that marriage as progressive as those from the the present war. Whether We versity i»i Michigan, while Lucian a mystery, "Pop" says in refer
SAFETY, TOO
Italy Is a question-mark, but
®
Safety takes a bow with a
stay out of the war of next Caillet of U.S.C., formerly a mem ence to the puzzling piece, "Tell Clarence Larson will demonstrate
mUcges and d
former Northern division."
it doesn't seem possible that Muscoolev
music major
ber of the Philadelphia Philhar them that they can expect any actual motion picture processing. street corner duplicated in small
month
depends
upon
what
that
stan
Had tentative* solini
could have suddenly gone
Gooley, music major KNOLES' REACTION
monic Orchestra, was the judge thing—because anything can hap He will expose the film, develop buildings for the San Joaquin
Ufa, t niyentj so blind as to not see that Italy would not actively resist in case
it, and have it ready for projec
That is the reaction by Dr. war becomes."
of
orchestral work.
Miss Marie L. Allen, who
pen here!"
tion within twenty to thirty min Public Safety Council. Work is
lifocnU Tech would lose far more than she °f a draft. What good would it Tully C. Knoles, president of the
Prof.
Bodley
was
especially
im
being done by the art classes
among
other
things
really
knows
o
utes.
il. Santa Bart* would gain from helping Hitler, do?" Grant Colliver, however, College of the Pacific, who has
of Mr. Reynold's. The three
old Cicero, thinks we should pressed with the work of the
Ever
tried
to
smoke
a
cigar
just
returned
from
the
first
Gen
Mussolini
will
play
the
old
bluff
would
flatly
refuse
to
go,
no
• Arzies. H Grand Junction group, terming
soaked in liquid air, or more pre Bobs, Lucas, Shedd, and Reese,
eral Conference of the Methodist stay out of the war, but that we their high school girls glee club
as far as he can without jump- matter what happened,
roQeftS and
should
offer
any
aid
we
can
cisely liquid oxygen? If you have built the small buildings.
Church. This General Conference
ing
in.
Clyde
Lindsay,
pre-med
stu"second
to
none
I've
ever
heard."
>ivt also filed
haven't, do not try it because it Final work will be completed
was
the
fourth
which
President
whether
it
be
moral,
in
the
form
Civilization has certainly come dent, plans to enlist In the
burns faster than a candle. Even tonight with the painting. The
a long ways, hasn't it? Half the medical corps In the event of Knoles has attended and the first of planes, or financial. Only as
iron burns in an atmosphere of Safety Council has furnished
since the union of the three Meth
last resort should we send
world
at
war
and
we're
talking,
Another
pre-med,
Bill
war•M JAYSD8
oxygen. Prof. J. H. Jonte will small cars to be arranged in
men."
not entirely jestingly either, gtone, would also enlist before odist divisions in 1939.
do
these and many other interest positions denoting traffic hazards.
TV »*"* flw
CO-OPERATION
PREPAREDNESS
about going in again. Look, fel- the draft,
ing experiments with liquid air.
_B- ire the
Typical of the feeling of unan
Tea will be served visitors by
I am very much against pre
lows,
if
we
go
in,
who's
going
to,
DRAFTING
7
i r
M jJ; 10t2
imity in the conference was the paration, but it seems Germapy
The business training classes, MANY INSTRUMENTS
the foods and nutrition classes
be around to pick up the pieces
men inter
The
next
three
fact that in the Committee on
under the instructorship of Kath
In the room of noises the radio of Miss Wiens.
when it's all over? Democracy vjewe(j au thought that they Education, upon which Dr. Knoles has picked on the less-prepared
leen Larsen Seagraves, have department will have a collection
o
!Li Sird*. Kb*-1®: is wonderful but you've got to, would g0 jn the draft. Charles
nations. We don't know how
every
report
except
one
served,
been favored recently by visits of loud-speakers from the very
mOe. *h0
be alive to appreciate it.
| Broadhurst) speech major, Rod was adopted unanimously, only far power will carry Hitler,"
The last of this year's Studio
from several of Stockton's rep oldest to the most modern. Visi
(WO ami ' ,„
Theatre productions will be pre
Isarth, who is majoring in busi- seven out of the eighty members Miss Allen reasons.
Tlebstfi More Pleasant Vista
tors can judge for themselves
Whether it is the artistic sented next Wednesday, Thurs resentative business men.
rrUy
Now that Pacific teeters on the nesSf and Charles Adams, .all felt dissenting on the one split vote.
Mr. Kenneth Taylor, president the improvements in the perform
view-point
or
not,
Professor
day,
and
Friday,
when
"A
Family
t;'
brink of summer, one of life's the futility of resistance In the The Committee on Education ar
ance of the later models. Tech
ranges the total educational pro Richard H. Reynolds doesn't Man," written by John Gals of the Stockton Advertising Club nology students will test radio
biggest problems for the average event of a draft,
and
director
of
national
adver
student (yours truly is altogether
majoring in gram of the church, both relig think we should stay out of the worthy, opens in the S.C.A. Build
AfllT Campbell,
tising for the Stockton Record, equipment at a servicing bench,
I engineering, is already a serg- ious education in the individual war if it directly or indirectly ing.
and ** TOO average, we're afraid)
brought to the class in Public There will be a museum type
FULLER'S
DIRECTION
how to get to class and how to
affects the United States.
n
(Continued
on
pages,
column
4)
"A Family Man" is directed by Relations and Advertising infor display of vacuum tubes. Guests
One of the largest casts in Pa
stay awake once there.
_ (Continued on page 2, column S)
We can stay out with prob
can have their names reproduced
Carl
Fuller and will be produced mation about newspaper adver
cific Little Theatre history will
, |] ptff
Shakespeare never saw Call
able sacrifice on the emphasis
on
blueprints
if
they
wish.
assemble under the stars in Pa
• ' fornia where "the perfect days"
of our ideals, but we won't if in the drawing-room style, the tising, enhanced by his personal
The zoology department will
play being given in the center of experience in this medium.
cific's Outdoor Theatre to pre
come one month ahead of sched
Europe encroaches upon Ameri the room while the audience sit
have on display a large assort sent on June 8 and 9 Henrik Ib
Outdoor
advertising
was
well
ule and the effect produced on
ment of animals including a sen's beautiful fantasy, "Peer
can rights and privileges."
in a circle around the "stage"
Joe College is one of blissful lan
"With all the precautions they area. The drawing-room style covered by Mr. W. H. Van Dine, varied group of snakes and liz
guor conducive only to nightly
manager of Foster & Kleiser in ards. Rats which have been de Gynt."
are taking now, involvement was first demonstrated by "MarLUKE LEADS
meandering in the company of
looks inevitable. It will just take tine," produced by Orvelle Fletch Stockton. Individual conferences prived of some of their vitamins
Carrying the lead role of Peer
the fair sex. Thoughts of school
can
be
observed
in
the
foods
with
the
speakers
In
each
case
some spark. The question is er in February.
Gynt is Lucian Scott, outstanding
Ritter Dons Dark Glasses to Pass
are distinctly in the minority.
were
arranged
for
those
students
classes.
The leading role of John Build
Little Theatre performer. Lois
In this frame of mind we go
o
(Continued on pages, column If) er, a man whose ungovernable who had particular interest in
Colorful,
Efficient
Cashier
Wheeler as Aase and Claribel
to class. The result, naturally,
—o
Coffman as Solveig share honors.
passions threaten to destroy his the subject.
is prety pathetic.
"trying to do something nice
The Salesmanship group,
Other stars in the cast include
home and family life, is played
By BUFORD BUSH
For five minutes the prof s
by Felton Fletcher, a newcomer which has been studying a unit
Jack Holmes, Reba Sinclair, Max
in for the natives" and "improving
Clothing
the
personality
voice comes through clear as a
the campus," it has produced
on telephone and radio selling
to
theater
activity.
Mrs.
Builder
Gobel, Audrey Krasnow, Bud
bell (if not so melodious) and suit-able raiment is the sup
is played by Betty Elliott. Maud in connection with their work
nothing but comments, mostly
Meyers, Bob Laning, Glenn Tan
you're right In there, word for pressed desire of most of us
and Athene Builder, their daugh in publicizing Open House Day,
ner, Margaret Lefever and Carl
In order to work on the Stu
word, point for point. Then sud- Fortunateiy few of us ever have caustic and non-constructive,
ters, are played by Mary Lou An was given first-hand instruction
Gastman.
(Some
people
refuse
to
recognize
dent
Christian
Association
Cabin
denly a whiff of spring air nerve enough to satisfy desire—
thony and Dixie Lee Shaw re on the use of the telephone in
Principal roles are also carried
constructive criticism!)
at Hogan Dam and to hold a
prompts you to roll your eyes and face the inevitable,
spectively. Other roles are being public relations work by Mr
by Juanita Dausset, Dixie Lee
worth-while discussion, several
Still, Wenger likes the actrowindoward and greedily drink In
But gome of us do—and some
As the beautiful weed show re played by Alison Gossit, Mary E. D. Maloney, district manager boys from this campus went to Shaw, Allison Gossett and Jack
the greenery outside . . . A b l u e - 1 f u g r e m a l n h a p p y a n d un- city! That's easily proven. Accently
displayed by the Haggin Rowe, James Holden, Carroll of the American Telephone & the cabin Friday afternoon with Devoe.
cutomed as he is to shirt sleeves,
bird pecks at a leaf on the bea
nieste(i by feature writers,
In the supporting cast, to com
G
a
l
l
e
r
y
- m u s e u m i n S t o c k t o n Clark, Elizabeth Hawks, Buddy Telegraph Company.
their leaders, Dr. Harold S.
tiful limb just parallel with your
y
ow
he finally broke down in the
plete the long list of thirty-eight
faded Sunday afternoon into a Stefan, and Frank Bessac.
Jacoby
and
Dr.
Charles
Norman.
The
Business
English
classes
gaze; you nod a contented ackol-l DAIL
The nod becomes al The current rehabilitation pro- middle of the hottest day last beautiful memory, the museum ENGLISH STORY
Arriving about 5:00 the boys characters, are Betty Elliott,
edgment.
"A Family Man," representing were visited by the credit man
Elizabeth Hawks, M. Broadhurst, !
which in turn degen- gram blossoms forth each
y week to wear the coat—after staff early Tuesday morning beimmediately got to work and ac
spending the morning gazing gan the installation of an exhibit, English literature, will complete agers of Bruener's Furniture
crates to a shoulder sag, finally excepting Sunday in^ the Gomp
complished much on the cabin, Jim Holden, Jean Caubu, Jane
Company
and
of
the
Turner
O'Connor, Raymond Ray, Tom
the like of which has never been the cycle of nine plays from nine
including a flooring for the loft,
developing into a full body slump,
trailer's office with Cashier longingly at It.
nations that formed the theme of Hardware Company, Mr. W. D. a foundation for a front porch, Grohmann, Joe Torp, Tom Savey,
shown
in
the
museum
before.
Greater
love
hath
no
man—
The nrof's voice becomes a pleas- Wenger satisfying a desire tha
This is a show of sea shells, the Studio Theatre season. Tickets Nelson and Mr. Ralph A. Wentz and preliminary work on a fire Virginia Wright, Rosalee Treant blur gradually fading off to has lain dormant ever since his Than wearing a coat instead of
varro, Doris Clifford, Marjorie
made
up from the private collec will be on sale at the door at respectively. Each spoke
a sibilant near-nothingness—like
duation from the institution a tan.
twenty-five cents. The perform credit policy and the writing of place.
McDonald, M. Stretch, H. Allison
tion
of
several
California
concolThen,
after
a
rousing
game
of
escaping gas (and almost «i fome fifteen years ago: the^de'Tis said there's another suit
Ewing and Paul Leonard. Decredit and collection letters.
ogists and includes shells not only ancc starts at 8:30.
volley
ball,
a
picnic
supper,
with
poisonous, you are to find
in the closet which even Wenger from the California beaches and
sjre to dress as a college boy
o
The practical information pre hot dogs as the main dish, was Marcus Brown's acting class are
has to become accustomed to from Florida and other beaches
included as wedding guests,
instanter). . . • For, ,zl"g' ^ . full swing!
sented was much appreciated by served.
the kick of a Missouri Model A,
R,s almost worth paying your by degrees. Yesterday he wore
on the mainland of the United
the students.
Gathering around the fire the swelling the cast total past fifty.
you are brought bolt uprigh
y
jn order to get close enough the pants with another coat States, but also embraces shells
o
boys discussed the general sub REHEARSE SCENES
Because of the large cast, rethe sound of your name s y y
touch. It was enough to make today the vest and tomorrow from some of the remotest isles
ject of "What Is Worth Fighting
hearsals have been woi-ked out
spit out, as a snake shoots owu
redoubtable Ritter back out (it is presumed) will come the
of
the
Pacific.
For?"
and
"What
Should
We
as
his venom. The old dodgc'
" th door and put on a pair of coat. Help! Help!—when it all
Thousands upon thousands of
Individuals Defend?" Many opin by scenes and not acts. Carl
Have you ever wanted to help
peat that question, please, w<fKS ™
„lasses before reentering, gets here all at once—even if shells are being included in the
ions were brought forth and vari Gastman is acting as assistant
insofar as finding out the nature dar g
ite enough to spoil it's only slightly worse than that display and these shells range in the Student Christian Association,
ous related topics were discussed, director for DeMarcus Brown.
o
and yet, you didn't know how to
Paul W. Campbell, secretary
of the trap is concerned, but it It wasnt q^ ^ mind_for he
Three members of the group,
"worsted" (somebody was) out size from the tiny rice grain
start? Well, here's your chance of the Northern California Con Claude Hogan, Doug Powell, and
doesn't help you escape. Th his p
shells
to
the
superb
specimens
of
reach for a pencil
fit on present display.
cobwebs just won't lift and, if was ab
„
ference of the Epworth League, Mr. A. C. Gerould, spent the night
the largest varieties of conch to fulfill your ambition.
.it*
The newly-appointed chairmen will speak in college chapel next and continued work on Saturday
once you might have known the aM sign_ a
"e * discusSing— ALL VOTE
shells. The exhibit will be open
Mr. Paul W. Campbell, secre
Suppressed desires sometimes to the public on Friday of this of the S.C.A. are in the market Tuesday morning. The theme of morning.
answer, it's certainly not around
Its a su
. something
tary
of the Northern California
handy now. ... For the next five|the saiesmen said so. So
better
be forgotten, week, and will continue for sev- notv for committee members, so the chapel will be "The Waves."
The success of this trip has en Conference of
we believe should
the Epworth
that
activities
in
the
Fall
can
Dreen,
minutes you stay awake
Mr. Campbell's subject will be couraged the leaders to make League, will be guest of honor
in "Swing
...neep
"sheep" as 'Course, we may be wrong so ex-al weeks. Hours are from 1:30 start promptly.
IP
to 5:00 on week-days except Mon
Then the cycle commences anew.
"Where Do We Go From Here." plans for the future. All inter at an Epworth League luncheon
but ««°«fJ d0tE^haUcally drop in at the Comptroller'
/If you are interested please see
So it goes in the merry month
Office and leave your vote with days, and 10:00 to 5:00 on Sun
Special organ music will be ested students are asked to see held in the S.C.A. rooms next
Alice Hall, president; Bob Stack,
of May, the month of deferred rS aSu^i that it »»
the cashier. Any errors in judge days. Admission is free and the president-elect; or Miss Camp provided by Professor Bacon. Bob Stark, Doug Powell, or Mr. Tuesday afternoon.
term-papers, nocturnal smooch sheep but cost plenty.
ment will be gladly retracted in museum is located in Victory
The choir will also participate, Gerould.
bell.
Park, in Stockton.
ing and daytime snoozing. "•Ah, WENGER PROJECT
/
the
next
WEEKLY.
in
sleep, that knits up the ravell d
Purchased a s a project
sleeve of care!"
> ^
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
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The Lord God has given me a tongue for
teaching
That I may know how to succor the weary with
a word.
—Isaiah 50:4.
Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

Intervention?
While a semi-hysterical Congress, an Anglophile
P r e s i d e n t , a n d a n i n t e r v e n t i o n i s t S e c r e t a r y of S t a t e
mouth moth-eaten platitudes about "national de
fense," e v e r y c l e a r - t h i n k i n g A m e r i c a n k n o w s t h a t
w h e n a n d if t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s s u b s t i t u t e s g u n s f o r
shovels, the war will not have come to us, we will

"Civilized" war began a hundred years ago to
ignore the rights of civilians; today neutral nations
occupy the position civilians did then. Mars has
destroyed the immunity of neutrals just as he sub
jected civilians to pillage, burning and now bomb
ing.
(2) Could the United States save Europe—or
Asia—by jumping into the frying pan? How? Why?
W h y n o w m o r e t h a n i n 1917?
W e believed o u r s e l v e s d i s i l l u s i o n e d — t h a t w e r e a l
izecl t h a t t h e w a r t o e n d w a r a n d p r e s e r v e d e m o c
r a c y s o w e d d r a g o n ' s t e e t h of d i c t a t o r s h i p a n d m o r e
w a r . S h o u l d t h e s u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e r e l i g i o u s d r i v e
"to save Christianity" for the now admittedly-futile
aim to "end all war" make us try again? Must we

send American military missionary expeditions every
twenty years?
(3) Can we save democracy for the Americas by
w a g i n g w a r o v e r s e a s ? W h a t will h a p p e n h e r e if i n 
terventionists win?
O u r f i r s t s t e p in " s a v i n g d e m o c r a c y " w o u l d b e t o
kill i t h e r e a t h o m e , c e r t a i n l y f o r t h e d u r a t i o n of
the war and probably for much longer. Hate and in
tolerance, o n c e e n t h r o n e d , d o n o t y i e l d e a s i l y t o l o v e
a n d justice. B y p a r t i c i p a t i o n w e w o u l d i n s u r e eco
n o m i c d i s a s t e r , o n e of t h e b i t t e r e s t a n d m o s t c e r t a i n
f r u i t s of w h i c h i s d i c t a t o r s h i p .
H e r e ' s o u r s u g g e s t i o n . I n s t e a d of d r a f t i n g a n 
other American Expeditionary Force, let's get the
Allies t o f u r n i s h f r e e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n f o r t h o s e n a i v e
\ m e r i c a n s d e s i r o u s of t r y i n g a g a i n t o s a v e E u r o p e
or Asia. That would relieve both their blood pres
sure and the pressure on American neutrality.

Don't Forget
While Pacific's spotlight remains focused on the
e x p l o i t s of o u t s t a n d i n g a t h l e t e s a n d c a m p u s p o l i t i 
cal l e a d e r s , t h e n e w l y - s e l e c t e d m e m b e r s of A l l C o l 
lege Honor society should not be forgotten.
I n t h e h a s t i n e s s of h e c t i c c o l l e g e life, n e w r e c o r d s
o n t h e a t h l e t i c field o f t e n c o m p l e t e l y o b s c u r e b r i l
l i a n t a c h i e v e m e n t s b y t h e m a s t e r s of b r a i n , n o t
b r a w n . C o l l e g e life w o u l d n ' t b e t h e s a m e w i t h o u t
the football hero or the star distance man; we are not
pleading for their elimination. But at least a modi
c u m of a p p r e c i a t i o n s h o u l d b e g i v e n t h o s e w h o m a k e
their achievement in the classroom rather than on the
a t h l e t i c field.

DR. JOHNSON
ENJOYED IT
I wish to take this means
of' expressing my apprecia
tion to President Knoles,
Dean Farley, the faculty,
and the students of College
of the Pacific and of Stock
ton Junior College for your
cooperation and assistance
during the two months in
which I substituted for Mr.
Harris.
I must say that I thorough
ly enjoyed working in your
institution. I found there a
splendid social and profes
sional atmosphere. Y o u r
weekly chapel service was
truly an inspiration.
Sincerely,
LOAZ W. JOHNSON.
o
—

"A Day with Kagawa" was
the name of the three-reel movie
which was the feature of the
All-Association meeting h e l d
Wednesday evening In the S.C.A.
building.
Bob Stark, chairman for the
evening, introduced the Rev
erend Mr. Arthur Foote, who
spoke about the work of
Kagawa, one of the world's out
standing religious leaders. He
was born of non-Christian par
ents in Japan, but adopted the
religion when he was of schoolage. He has accomplished much
In the way of establishing the
co-operative movement in the
slum districts of Japan, paricularly in the sea-port towns. Curiosity Theme
This movie, which is being
circulated by the Co-operative of "Right
Association of America, pictures
yne of Kagawa's days when You Are"
"Right You Are, If You Think
when he makes a tour of in
spection of these various proj You Are," by Pirendello, an
Italian author, was presented
ects of economic living.
last night in the Studio Theatre
o
under the direction of Margaret
George.
This famous satire on
P. A. Meet
people's curiosity is the eighth
Lew Ford and Fred Bonand next to last Studio Theatre
nifleld have entered the Pa
play to be given this year.
cific Association meet in
"Right You Are" is to be
Berkeley, to be held to given again tonight and to
morrow afternoon. Ford will
morrow night downstairs in the
high jump and vault; Bonnl- Studio Theatre. Those in the
field will enter the discus, In
cast are Hal Ewing, Lillian
which he rules the favorite.
Kahn, Esther DeMark, Jean FolA late entry made by tele
lette, and Bert Trulsson.
gram was that of "Flip"
Ritchie, Pacific's ace sprinter,
who was so heartened by his
Cheering Thought...
9.0 hundred in the Stockton
On a highway near Chicago—
J. C.-Paciflc duel that he de School. Slow Down. Be Careful.
cided to enter the Berkeley
Do not injure children. Wait for
classic.
the teacher ,,.
—Scissors.

EDITORIAL

FEATURE
ftnsrlplly

I Joint

qppvove of '<!« "Open
Door* but "Open fafe"
•HtaH different."

c=c£r-~

WHAT WILL
YOU DO
IF--?
(Continued from page 1)

Difficult Days
Ahead for
United States
(Continued from page 1)

eant in the reserve said, "What when that spark will occur."
chance would I have to resist?
Professor Fred J. Clark, al
I would be called at once."
though he didn't pull an answer
PROPAGANDA POWER
out of a test tube, said he would
Don Douglass, pre-legal, de like to see us stay out of war.
clared, "Now I can say flatly "War is not the way to settle
that I would not go in any case.
But when the possibility became the question. We don't gain by
an actuality I would probably be it."
as readily swept off my feet by ALLIES NOT GUILTLESS
the glaring propaganda as the
Professor Clark feels we
rest of the men."
would have a better chance for
Bill Ramsay, a music major, staying out if we could ignore
major, and Bert Chance, major propaganda. He feels the Ger
ing in business, both would mans are not all to blame.
accept the drafting if inevitable.
Miss Lorraine Knoles, profes
ESCAPE!
sor of History, feels we should
"I would head for the hills stay out of conflict. "It will be
as fast as I could get there,1 difficult, however, if European
stated Les Dow. He was closely powers surrender their posses
followed by Bill Johnson, a fel sions in the Western hemisphere.
low athlete, who said, "I'm all There would be a tendency for
for Dow's idea. I wouldn't fight many to consider it would in
under any conditions on a volve the Monroe Doctrine."
foreign soil."
A Physical Education major, CREDIT COMING
"If Britain and France should
Vernon Schmidt, would enlist be
fore the draft came so as to be resist for any time there would
undoubtedly be a great move
in a better position.
ment to extend credits and senti
CRUISE
ment toward allied powers."
A South Sea Island cruise is
Speaking from the biological
the plan of several campus point of view, Dr. John R.
leaders if the United States Arnold, says war ruins the best
should enter. Fellow sailors manhood of the nation. "I am
would be Bill Toland, Ben opposed to finding an excuse
Hunm, Sandy Trezise, and Stan for war, war hysteria, oppres
Vaughan. While this sounds like sion of minorities, free speech,
a marvelous idea to these men and progressive ideas."
now, they all would probably
enlist the first thing, according to WORLD VIEW
"But I believe we should stay
their friends.
Roger Cross, political science out regardless of any circum
major, declared emphatically, "I stances. We should consider the
would enlist as fast as possible." world as a whole rather than
A1 Irwin, majoring in economics, one nation."
also would enlist.
Miss Marie Breniman, profes
sor
of English, feels that we
MARRIAGE
should stay out of any conflict,
Jack Tulloch, leaned out his
and she feels that with "good
window to yell, "I'd get married management, analysis of every
the minute we entered."
issue, and the proper leadership,
Ed Denny has his vocation
it is not impossible to stay out
in case of war all planned. "I'd
of the war."
go in the draft and be a cook."
(Heaven help the soldiers in the
next war.)
These are only a few men .
These are only a few opinions.
What would YOU do?
o

Radio Neophytes
Make Debuts

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic

FEED 'EM

have gone to the war.
Should we intervene?
Will we? Upon the
answer depends our fate. Before we yield to the
mad hysteria which has grasped many an otherwise
sane American, we should pause to look before we,
too, l e a p .
(1) We (F. D. R. included) see an emotionally
d i s t o r t e d p i c t u r e of E u r o p e . W o n ' t h i s t o r i a n s a
generation hence regard this conflict as a continua
t i o n of W o r l d W a r 1 ? F r o m t h e i r p e r s p e c t i v e w i l l
t h e y label i t a conflict b e t w e e n d e m o c r a c i e s a n d dic
tatorships—or between rival imperialisms?
But, the interventionist asks, what about aggres
sion, H i t l e r i s m ? C a n y o u e x c u s e t h e s e ? N o ; n o o n e
tries to. We can only remind ourselves that these
s y m p t o m s of t o t a l w a r r e i n f o r c e S h e r m a n ' s a s s e r 
tion, "War is hell."

S.C.A. Presents
Movie on
Religious Leader

Sc
Sc
fo

Knoles Has
Praise for
Conference

(Continued from page 1)

churches and the institutional
(college and university) program.
The Methodist Church has seven
major theological seminaries, six
ty universities and colleges, and
a number of junior colleges and
academies.
CHAIRMAN
Dr. Knoles served as chairman
of the Sifting Committee, in
which was vested the sole power
to determine the material not on
the General Conference business
to be presented to that body. One
such item was a s t a t e m e n t
against the Committee on1 Enter
tainment's action in having Con
gressman Dies on the program
of the laymen's meeting. The
committee's decision was tq per
mit the reading of the statement,
together with an answer to the
arguments.
Although the General Confer
ence cannot legislate for individ
Dashiell Paces
ual members of the Church, its
declarations on peace and war,
School Golfers
on the separation of church and
state, and on civil liberties, vyere,
Dashing Doug Dashiell, sole in Dr. Knoles opinion, very for
representative from the C.O.P. ward-looking.
campus, is still in competition
o
with other teachers from Stock
ton in the first annual Faculty IN SYMPATHY *
Golf Tournament.
Defeating Bet^ and Solomon,
Students and faculty of the
Doug is now scheduled to play Stockton Junior College iand
the winner of the Smith-Stag- College of the Pacific unite in
naro match. Pete Lenz, another extending their sympathy) to
outstanding golfer will play the Professor Louis Windmiller, Reg
winner of the Hudson-Heisinger istrar of the Junior College,
match. This will be the semi upon the death of his mother a
final competition.
week ago.
!
Members of the classes in
Salesmanship have been trying
their radio personalities over the
local Peffer Station KGDM this
week.
In connection with study units
on radio in both classes and the
publicity program arranged for
Open House by the radio chair
man, Kathleen L. Seagraves, the
students wrote their own script
and made their radio debut ap
parently with little nervousness
or "mike fright." Listeners to
the one o'clock "Good Will
Hour," granted by the station,
complimented the participants on
their arrangement, enunciation,
expression, and advertising ef
fectiveness.
o

v

1

Now Is the time of the year
that the name bands start their
cross-country treks to build up
waning popularity caused by the
winter's sojourn in hotel and
nite spots without publicity or
radio wires. Even the best out
fits suffer when they are away
from the public's gaze, and the
summer is just about the best
time to rebuild some of that
lost prestige.
ODD QUIRK
This situation makes for an
odd quirk in the music game,
namely, the struggle for radio
and other publicity by the name
combos. It's an accepted fact
that the band that lands a
winter spot complete with air
outlets and good newspaper ad
vertising is a cinch to continue
in the good graces of the danc
ing public. As a result, band
leaders will gladly take jobs for
much less money in well ad
vertised spots to insure their
future, while some of the best
paying spots in the country have
to be content with the bands
that can't get in the name-build
ing spots.
For instance, the Palomar, in
Los Angeles, has long been
known to be a spot that pays
very little to the band in the
way of salary, but the advertis
ing value gained is tremendous.
As a result, the Palomar has
always had none but the best
bands and has built up the name
of practically all that have
played there. Benny Goodman
was just another band until the
multitudinous air spots from the
Palomar sent him skyrocketing
into national prominence.
MILLER TOPS
Confirming what everyone
guessed, only with unexpected
emphasis, college editors recently
went to the polls for Billboard
magazine, and voted Glenn
Miller's orchestra the most
popular band with America's
collegians. Glenn piled up a total
vote three times the size of his
nearest competitor, record domi
nation in the field. He had a
total vote of 251. Last year, In
a similar poll, Glenn netted one
vote.
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma
crew have recently put out a
platter that really kicks. "No
Name Jive" takes up both sides
of a ten inch disc and contains
some of the tastiest gut-bucket
released this year. It just sort
of rambles along in a solid
groove with fine scoring for both
reeds and brass. The solos are
above average, with Murray McEachern taking an especially
tasty few measures on his alto
sax.
GOING PLACES
Speaking of McEachern, there's
a guy that can play anything
well. His chosen instrument is
the trombone, and he knocks
your Cutter clean out of this
world with his solos. Besides
this, he plays alto sax with the
best of them, violin, trumpet,
and practically anything else you
can think of. Remember this
guy. He's due to go places.

GOLLEGIANA
By RAY GROSSE

Co-Ed for Governor..,

Giving added oomph to Leap
Year was the feat practiced on
the State of Arizona when a girl
was elected governor for a day.
In issuing a proclamation Gov
ernor Jones said, "Since business
men like to hire people who have
experience, I shall show that I
have faith in you and give you
that experience." For one day
a staff of business administration
seniors run the state of Arizona
from the state capitol, Phoenix.
Folks, let's go to Arizona and
see what happens to our money.
California can't be putting it all
in the relief fund.

Lynching Party . . .

"They're hanging Danny Deever in the morning." This grue
some ditty ushered in another
week of finals in Berkeley last
week. Deever or another just as
sad a song will be in keeping
with the local mood in about four
weeks. Yes, they're almost with
us again. Durn it. If the hot
weather doesn't get you finals
will.

Over-Sized Turkies . . .

'Way back in 1915 when any
fashionable woman had plumes
galore the University of Arizona
had an ostrich farm complete
with guards and barbed wire.
When the market collapsed, the
ostriches were sold to townspeo
ple as over-sized turkies.

Things are popping around the
Conservatory soooooo-fast these
days that no one has really had
time to stop and compute as to
what wondrous phenomena of
sound is actually the matter.
Some say its frontier tenors ever
migrating to new horizons on
the top-floor of the music-house;
others claim the trouble is that
everyone is reliving Art Holton's
auto accident and consequent bop
on the head for him; and still
others of the more serious school
hold that "Summer is a-comin'
In" and we're ail in a rush to
find the Lost Chord before school
quits.
CONSTERNATION'S CAUSE
Recitals amounting to two a
week plus rehearsals of all de
scriptions for last-minute musicevents are the most immediate
causes of all this consternation,
all will agree.
The Eighth Student Recital
with eight students performing
is in the offing for next Tuesday
evening at 8:15. The line-up is
as follows: George Buck, voice;
Vernez Cook, violin; Norman
Lamb, viola; Myra Linn, voice;
Richard Ulrey, piano; Jeanette
Field, organ; Ruthe Crane, voice;
and Irving Fritz, piano. No
eight-bawls on the program, in
cidentally; just a soprano and
baritone.
TENNIS, TOO
Phi Mu Alpha's tennis tor
ment is lapsing into the second
spasm of insanity—they're an in
sane gang, those old men of the
faculty and alumni, and they're
working the youngsters right off
the ladder.
Father E l l i o t t
trimmed the chapter's prexy, A1
Miller, which is to the shame of
us all. Miller says the wind is
against him all the time. Well,
if he'd just quit talking for once.
... He's a good musician, though.
Pacific A Cappella Choir's J
Russell Bodley returned early
this week from a hurried trip
after last Tuesday night's Music
Jamboree to Grand Junction,
Colorado. He was an honored
judge in a music festival there.
Congratulations to Bruce Tomlinson for winning Pi Kappa
Lambda's ten-dollar prize for the
best string-quartet and to Mary
Fong for her nice little runner-up
ditty.
The Music Jamboree,
which was a benefit for Pi Kappa
Lambda, national honor music
society, helped the chapter's
pocketbook to some extent after
all the bills were paid, but as
yet no one knows just how much.
In other words, it costs to go
jamboreeing.
KUMIN' UP
H. I. Brown and the Conserva
tory Orchestra are starting work
on concertos for commencement,
which to all ears about these
parts means that it won't be long
now. That's always the orches
tra's last job of the year (and
one of the biggest).
Sequencial, Harmonious DATE
PAD:
May 27th and 28th—9th and
10th Student Recitals.
June 4—A Cappella Choir
Home Concert.

The Curfew
Rings at 10
in England

in the mood

ditel

By the Super Sleuths

Our deepest sympathies go this week to BETfj,
FLICKINGER and JERRY KEITHLY who have ju
become owners of a couple of brand new cars—.p0Q
kids . . . sympathies also to JANE JORDAN and Mgri
ETZEL on their newly acquired contracts to teach b
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•ginning in the fall—or m
!V let* °,L. *
all this should just be the nt'I
ther
wav around.
way
P .„ tbe 'radu»ll°' ,,
BAD LUCK
1,1 V* 5* tt* K
FLASH
They may be few and far ,
tween, but when RHIZOM TA
does put on a dance they rea^ !r^">'1
d o I t u p r i g h t . . . n o w tyg
know why they started thr7
n
n
weeks ahead of time to <je 6 f '?>• jack % Mr" «
j i > ' a r e
} J
rate . . . those Hawaiian deco
d^ O'Br>'a c" f°r rations were tops, as were th
„troh<,s .
favors and the band . . , st e 1
'"sff
ing the show was CHARnp
i r cw
1H
laSSt>f- t>°"
Bonn''|-,ddt>"
MOKAIO who lent to the atmoi
FE
phere and spirit of the evenin
r
—h '
g
in a most delightful way
|TC
we'd still like to know who told
DOUG CAMPBELL he could be
chief ... it was just l^e
novelty to see HERM "chub"
SoPh° Xrs
16
SAPIRO dancing for a change
th« 0
The other star attraction 0f
*ir. ' *
| ih#
the evening was the OMEGA
PHI formal dinner which Was te ,f
the Calave^
really delic . . . they even served
those things you read about in
books but rarely get—steaks
The host of the evening started
out to be JOE TUDOR but ended ier8" e going t0 g ear,h for fn
itiO ,A"scour
SCour the —u.waii
aWHll '>n 1
up to be LES KNOLES — jt
ave t0 They'U h
hve
''iV ," July.
They'H have
july.l *
r,• seems that JOE got tired.
<nter and anow1,S(.»
NAMES IN THE NEWS
>e f £ my way °
M>"
Seems to be a romance bud
FRANK "DOC" PURSEL had ding where MARGARET T0TT
tough luck this season. Although and DAN LOONEY are con
broadjumping over twenty-three cerned . . . and a romance that
1
u ' b | for
feet several times this year—on ceases to bud when MARY
^ .0
—
_Z
foul jumps—he couldn't come
ROSE CHINN refuses to speak
through in actual competition.
to LOUIS WERNER—could it
have anything to do with a cer
THE ORIGINAL AN
tain picnic given last Sunday'
. . . PEGGY EDMUNDS has been
getting quite a rush of late
from at least a dozen different
men around campus
which is
nice work if you can get it and
we guess PEGGY can . . .
A PESSIMIST?
Cubs Travel to Modesto
Looks as if everything—even
war—has its advantages for ac
for Conference Play
cording to our campus barber
Stockton Junior College closes CLYDE KING if such a thing
the current tennis season this should occur many hasty mar
week-end when they travel to Mo riages would take place, in a
desto where the annual North flash, about campus ... the
ern California Junior Tennis city hall would be mobbed with
Championships are being held. well known couples . . . while
Coach Doug Dashiell has entered caught in the shuffle would
Stewart Browne, Bill Hunefeld, probably be JEAN FERGUSON
Wilfred Traphagen, and Earl and GENE ROTSCH . . . BETSY
Smith in the singles competition JONES and PHIL RITCHIE . . .
All Genuine White Bui
and Browne-Hunefeld and Smith- MARIT BRANSTAD and ETHAN
Traphagen in the doubles com HIGGINS . . , JOYCE WIGGINS
petition.
and HOWIE HANSBROW . . .
BROWNE SEEDED
Browne received sixth place MELVA BOONE and FLOYD
seeding in the singles division, SWAGGERTY ... we could go
but the cubs were unranked in on like this for hours, but let's
doubles. The following men re hope that KING is wrongceived seeding in the singles com about the war we mean . . .
p e t i t i o n i n r e s p e c t i v e o r d e r ; those weddings can wait.
O'Neill, of San Mateo; Hanson,
of Salinas; Madamba, of San
Francisco; Roberts, of Menlo; Paddlers Lose;
Sullivan, of Sacramento; and
Wright Again
Browne, of Stockton.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
Coach Dashlel feels confi
Smashes Record
dent that the Cub entrants
BOB'S
will give a good account of
Weakened
decidedly
by
the
ab
themselves, although this is
sence of star sprinter Warren BOB'S BARBER SHOP
the first year the locals have
Mills, the Stockton Junior Col
entered this tournament.
ON PACIFIC AVE.
lege Cub swimming team went
Browne drew a bye in the
down
to
defeat
last
Wednesday
first round, Hunefeld plays
at the hands of an unexpectedly
Steele of Menlo, Traphagen
powerful Palo Alto team, 38-48,
meets Waxman of San Fran
Forty-Nine Drug Co. |
at Palo Alto.
cisco, and Smith encounters
Most swimmers, thinking that ft
Dorado
Sciaroni of Marin Junior Col
tav+hi Yoaemlte
the season was concluded, were '"rything
lege.
to be
out of condition and consequent
Fhst-ciass Ph
WHIP LODI
ly
turned
in
rather
mediocre
per
In the first round of the doubles
competition Browne and Hunefeld formances. The meet was fea
received a bye, and Smith and tured again by Ralph Wright who
Traphagen meet Menlo Junior grabbed two first places and
again broke the national fresh
College's crack duo.
man record in the 200-yard breastLodl High School furnished
stroke. Wright also nosed out
the opposition in the last dual
in a breath-taking race the Palo
match of the season which
Alto 100-yard swimmer, negotiat
the Cubs handily won five
ing the distance in 58.1—a new
matches to two at Lodi last
Friday.
Stockton Junior College swim
Stewart Browne had his hands record.
Today the Cub Crew takes on
full with Clyde Johnson, Tokay
City terror, but finally won after Stockton High in the finale of
three gruelling sets by the scores the season. The Cubs, in all their
of 4-6, 8-6, 7-5. Bill Hunefeld strength, should find no trouble
handily won his match with in defeating the Tarzans.
Gerando by the scores of 6-3, 6-3
SUMMARY
S u Pply Milk
Singles: Browne def. Johnson PACIFIC WEEKLY
f°r the
4-6, 8-6, 7-5 (S); Hunefeld def.
GREGG
PHIFER,
Editor
Gerando, 6-3, 6-3 (S); Crete def.
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146
F i 9 h t i "9 Tigers
Traphagen, 6-1, 7-5 (L); Smith
def. Ferdun, 6-4, 6-3 (S); Hamm
BILL BECKER, Manager
def. Guilfoyle, 6-4, 5-7, 6-3 (S).
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2510
Doubles: Browne-Hunefeld def.
1
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SYRACUSE, N. Y.—(ACP)
"English universities are more
concerned about students' 'nights
of residence' than about their
'days of attendance'."
So says Dr. A. McKinley Terhune of the Syracuse University
English department, who recently
returned from a year in Cam
bridge, England.
NIGHT RULES RIGID
Class attendance is not re
quired, and no records are kept,
but rules fixing students' night
hours are rigid, he said. Gates
of the colleges are closed at 10
p. m., and lodging house doors
and windows locked at the same
hour. Cambridge and Oxford
students are then fined for in
fractions of the rule.
Armistice
While the American university
What's become of Armistice
is a comprehensible series of de Day? A fellow out our way hung
partmental units known as col
leges, the two English universi out his flag and he was bothered
ties as corporate bodies are as all day by folks who wanted to
—Scissors.
"elusive as smoke," Dr. Terhune vote"
stated.
NO INFO OFFICES
COUNSELING
A central office to dispense in
formation is non-existent in Eng
DATE SET
lish universities. The only source
of information is the university
Beginning on Monday
calendar, whose contents have so
May 13, students should
accumulated through the years
make their appointments to
as to present a confused mass of
see their counselors regard
data which Dr. Terhune calls "as
ing pre-counseling during
helpful as an unabridged diction
ary.
the last two weeks in May
beginning May 20.
The English course of study is
Appointments will be
only three years. The college
made in the Personnel Of
year is divided into three semes
fice. This will save students
ters each consisting of approxi
much time next fall and like
mately 10 weeks, known as
wise make it unnecessary
Michaelmas, Lent, and May se
mesters.
for students returning in the
fall to come back as early as
Students take only one subject
might otherwise be the
although brilliant students may
y
case.
take two.
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Miss Martin
Wedding Date
Is Told

Sunday, June 23, Is the date set
thp graduation dance ot the
by
Miss Rachel Martin for her
!
rn
h
Hi's' junior College that the by Bob McSLS «S M aS marriage to Mr. Bill Becker. The
ckt0" " iass is giving tonight
«•»*>«>« »i«gy Place will be Holt Memorial
c
pb°m«otel Stockton from nine
Chapel of the Central Methodist
D
8
llowed th« motif
the
The semi-formal dance 0f the° SolTth ~°
Church in Stockton.
and nail f Seas, with bamboo
°"e' •„ the theme of the color and palm fronds being employed
cu7mfna*Wedding ann°uncement
hfi
1**
,t0, tpdwithgraduation, white. Jo give the fraternity house a culminates a two-year engage
atmosphere.
Refresh ment, for the two first told their
s0Cia ite bids with the gold let- tropical
ments
were
served
in
the
newly plans on July 2, 1938.
vv
lie
c engraved on them
Miss Martin, daughter of Mr
redecorated
basement
of
the
KS secured by any sophomore
house by chet Philips at a pic and Mrs. Ward H. Martin of
'either Barbara Laddon or turesque bar. The refreshments Stockton, was educated in Stock
01 iti
ton schools and is a graduate of
San Jose State Teacher's College
innie ffiirs. Jack Arnold, Mr.
For the past year she has taught
*urs Bob Fenix, and Mr. and
Patrons for the affair included
Jenord O'Bryan are the pa,
6
Groveland
Elementary
a^,
' Larsen, Dr. and School
f* and patronesses for the ™
Mrs.
Patten,
and
Miss
Martha
,nS
ecker
wh0
Class officers are Allen
fj?*' ®
will graduate
Pierce and escort.
from the College of the Pacific
Coresident; Bonnie Smith,
»
*
*
ne
is
r
d
'
P °minent on the
oresident; Barbara Laddon,
facific campus. He was formerly
Bob Monagan,
retary: and
editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY
. . ' :
and is now business manager of
sapiro and his band will
that publication. He has won
n 11h the music for dancing
MllS Sophomore class
*
his letter in football and is af
' Wthe
is f urfiliated with Rho Lambda fra
|d,' the flowers at the door
ternity. He is the son of Mr. and
"the girls- ^
#
Robert B. Becker of East
Announced last Monday eve Mrs.
Cleveland, Ohio.
ning to a group of friends was
*
*
*
^ades of the Calaveras ... the engagement of Fern Herman
to Alfred Lynch, at the home of
Humans are the funniest crit- the former's parents at 911 Bea
They want cozy rooms in trice Street.
. ter and airy ones in summer,
The bride-to-be is the daughter
i they're going to get them if of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Herman
, have to scour the earth for of Stockton and is a freshman
Tur,
i means. They'll have Hawaii in the Stockton Junior College.
Members of the varsity track
the winter and snow in July.
Mr. Lynch, a sophomore of the
1 hich is just my way of coming Stockton Junior College, is the team and Coach Earl Jackson
lUnd to the item about twelve son of Mr. and Mrs. Hover of
were entertained at dinner and
iskans in the summer school Oakdale. He is also a graduate games last evening at Tau Kappa
Hawaii. What's the matter of the Oakdale high school.
\ L pacific? Ain't it hot enough No date as yet has been set Kappa.
Following a buffet supper
for the wedding.
ya?
served in the yard at 6:15 p. m.,
games of ping pong and bad
minton were played.
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
General chairman of the din
ner was Barbara Lennox. Other
•committee heads included re
freshments, Lois Mae Ventre,
and entertainment, Lois Lassell.
c®
u.sr

trzr-

=r

FERN HERMAN
TO WED AL
LYNCH

c

IN
M

"' « ™

TRACK TEAM
STARS AT
DINNER

Lovely!

Exquisite!
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Blue and White White-Lane
Epsilon
(Wedding Is

BETTY DIXON, Editor

KfTWSH
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
2014 Pacific Ave.

. . They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

330 E. Main St.

CORSAGES?

SIBLEY E. BUSH

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP
"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTDEY
Campus Agent

Solemnized

Motif

DATE IS SET

Sala Home
Dance
Setting

Miss June Virginia Lane beBlue and white decorations, came the bride of Mr. Gordon
blue and white light, blue and White last Saturday afternoon
white flowers, and even blue and at an impressive ceremony at the
The home of Miss Marie Sala
white formals, for blue and Presbyterian Church in Oakland, at 230 North Commerce tomor
white are the colors for the EpsiMrs. White is the daughter of row night from 9 to 1 will be
ion Spring Formal which is to Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lane of the scene of a formal supper
be a dinner-dance at the Hotel Salt Lake City. Mr. White is the dance given by Alpha Theta Tau
Clark tomorrow evening. John- son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. sorority. Music for the occasion
nie Griffiths and his orchestra White of Martinez,
will be furnished by Kenny Hepfrom Oakland will provide music
Both Mr. and Mrs. White were per and his band.
for dancing until one o'clock.
prominent on the Pacific camThose on the committee for
The Jack Arnolds, the Michael pus. Mr. White was graduated the dance ore Betty Barry, Sarah
Garrigans and Mrs. Flack will be from Pacific in 1938 and was Cameron, Jackie Ritchie, and
the patrons and patronesses for president of his fraternity, Marie Sala.
the evening. Decorations will be Omega Phi Alpha. His bride
Members and their guests will
under the chairmanship of was a graduate of the 1939 class be Janet Porter, Charlie Parsons,
Adrian Squires, and she will be and was also president of her Mary Rice, Jack Rittenhouse,
assisted by three pledges, Mary house, Alpha Theta Tau.
Rosemary Wherry, Bill Scott,
Cook, Joyce Blackmun, and
Mr. White is in the engineering Sue White, Jack Yates, Janet
Phylliss Dodge. Marguerite Et- profession in Antioch, and after Hampton, Bill Orvis, Phyl Hazel and Pat Seavers are the their honeymoon, the couple will maker, Bill Schedler, Millie Barmusic committee.
make their home there
nett, Bill Ohm, Roxene Hafele,
Among those attending are Pat'
Lew Morrill, Jane Ketman, Jack
Seavers, president. Marguerite
Frisholtz, Jackie Ritchie, Lew
Etzel, Barbara Laddon, Jean
Ford, Nancy Brown, Bob Du
RACHEL MARTIN and BILL BECKER have at loni Morrall, Beverly Gardner, Lucille
Bois, Claire Pratt, Ross Brewley.
last announced the date for their marriage, which wifi Mcintosh, Lucille Kowatch, Lil
Others are Bette Meyer, Tony
take place in Holt Memorial Chapel of the Central lian Kowatch, Merceita Voorhees,
Ficovich,
Minnie Sawyer, Russ
Methodist Church on Sunday, June 28.
Jane O'Connor, Camille Goff, Pat
Richards, Muriel Brown, Bob
Patterson Phyllis Stabler, DePeckler, Alice Boyer, Wilfred
Ette Hamsher, Lois Bugbee, Jean
Traphagen, Bette Flickinger,
Caubu, Ruth Udden, Jane Jordan.
The Alpha Kappa Phi Mother's Hugh McWilliams, Sarah Cam
Jackie Burton, Libby Meyer,
Club
installed new officers for eron, Dick Patriquin, Bea McClaribel Coffman, Rebe Sinclair,
Carl, Les Knowles, Jean Strong,
Barbara Nawman, and Eloise | ^he coming year at a meeting Tommy Mann, Barbara McKenheld
last
Monday
afternoon
at
Smith.
zie, Les Dow, Frances Branstad,
«. . i the fraternity house.
T
Their guests are Jerry Cicijeanette Rose was in. Dave Brownell, Bonnie Smith,
Mrg
nato, Irving Fritz, Dick Morrall, stalled as president, Mrs. Fred Bob Wentz, Nadine Summers,
Graduating seniors of the Col Bob Cook, Lloyd Hebbron,
Bob Werner, Ruth Coward, Pat
Exciting engagement news of
B N0rt0n was Installed as vicelast week was the announcement lege of Pacific will be compli Charles Durham, Dave Smi , presldent, Mrs. William Hune- D u n 1 a p, Sally Hoge, Keith
Jane Grey, Norman
of Miss Margaret Hench's en mented next Wednesday after Jack Blinn, Tom Bowe, Carl Gas was installed as Recording Thomas,
gagement to Mr. William C. noon at an annual tea given by man, Joey Olaeta, Dan Looney, I Secretarv and Mrs. Edward Fay Lamb, Muerl Walter, Bill BigeWade. She is the daughter of the San Joaquin County alumnae, Johnny Singleton, Torn Bo on
installed as the Correspond low, Leslie Knoles and Jack
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hench The tea will be held from 4 to 6 Herm Gaumnitz, Dean Gay, Bob
oprrptarv
Tullock.
y'
Patrons and patronesses for
_
of 845 West Flora street. Her o'clock at El Pinal, the home of Henning, Edward Denny, Bob | lnL
The group of officers that re
fiance is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. C. M. Jackson on West's Downs, C. Stevenson, Richard tired from office were presented the evening are to be Mr. and
Lane.
Smith, Bram Brambella, Bob with corsages and Mrs. J. F, Mrs. A. R. Farey, and Mr. and
J. W. Wade of Orange.
Mrs. T. E. Connolly will intro Kientz, and Bill Biddick.
Miss Hench was very promi
Blinn, retiring president, was Mrs. R. H. *Reynolds.
*
»
nent at the Pacific campus. She duce the guests. In the receiv
presented with a handkerchief
ing line will be Mrs. Henry Rich
Faculty
members
of the Stock
was active in dramatics and
shower by the members of the
ardson, president; Mrs. Thomas
ton
Junior
College
and College
music, and she also sang with
club.
Auld, secretary-treasurer; Mrs,
of Pacific will be guests at a
the A Capella Choir. Her soror
Mrs.
C.
M.
Jackson
gave
a
talk
ity was Mu Zeta Rho. She is Bradford Crittenden, Mrs. Les
upon the subject "The Boys dinner given by the College of
ter Tiscornia, and Mrs. Robert
now teaching dramatics and Eng
Brotherhood
Republic."
Host the Pacific this evening to cele
W. Fenix, retiring officers.
brate the opening of the new
lish in Woodland.
esses
for
the
afternoon
included
Mrs. Everett Lundy is in charge
hall unit. Doctor Tully C. Knoles
Mrs. David Smith, Mrs. E. C
Her sister, Miss Monabelle of the refreshment committee
Stewart, and Miss Martha Pierce, will speak.
Hench, attended College of the from 4 until 6 o'clock, and Miss
, house mother of Alpha Kappa
Pacific as well as her brother Virginia Brown from 5 to
"Dear old golden rule days phj
Kenneth. Her brother George is o'clock. MLss Lorraine Knoles is
will be recalled tomorrow eve
P & G Suggests
now attending school here.
in charge of reservations and
Mr. Wade is terminal manager transportation. In charge of re ning by Zetagathean members
and their guests at a blue book
for the Santa Fe Trailways at freshments is Mrs. Fred Hosie. dance to be held in the upstairs
* * *
Modesto, where the couple will
Close the
of new Anderson hall from 9:001 i
II
pi
live. He is a graduate of Drury
to
1:00
a.
m.
.
ACQS
tlGVGH
College at Springfield, Missouri. "Horizons" Was
Semester with
Blue book bids and portraits of
„
* # *
school marms will insure a classPacific's All-College Honor So
room atmosphere, and profs on ciety presented the ass^bly pro
Open Heels
Chapel Topic
the staff for the evening will in- gram yesterday. Mr. William G
Knoles Speaks at
"Horizons" was the subject of elude Dr. and Mrs. Clarence Lar- Paden, guest speaker, spoke on
the Reverend Roy E. Willson, son Mr and Mrs. Charles Gulick, early California history, and new
New Time
pastor of the Community Meth Mrs Ralph Brady, and Miss Lor- members of the organization were
introduced.
Dr. Knoles, who has just re odist church of Oakdale. Broad raine Knoles
Head apple polisher for the
Faculty members were J. Rus
turned from Chicago, will be ening of horizons through
dance wnf be Vggy Bigham. sell Bodley, Dr. C E. Larson, and
heard over the California Radio widened group of interests was
Dr* Roy C; McCall.
System Network at a new time the main thought presented by Other "A" students will be BerReverend
Willson,
graduate
of
starting Monday night at 8:30.
£
Mfr
Dr. Knoles will continue his the College of the Pacific, class
U
Lula
of
1928.
weekly discussion of the inter
Professor J. Henry Welton con
national scene.
tributed a vocal solo, "The Pub ° A radio will supply music for man Lamb, Janet Lehman, Janet
It is believed that many new lican" by Van De Vater. Special dancing and refreshments will be Loveless, Oliver Malcolmson, and
listeners will be reached because organ work by Professor Allan served at recess.
| ^ Tully C. Knoles, president
Bacon completed the services.
of the more convenient time.
of the College of the Pacific, and
Dwayne Orton, principal of Stock
Laning Script
ton Junior College, will speak in
assembly next Thursday.

Miss Hench
to Wed
Mr. Wade

Mothers' Club
Head Is
Mrs. Rose

Mrs. Jackson's
Home Is Tea
Setting

Zetagatheans
Turn Apple
Polishers

All-College

White Kid
$3.95

on Radio

OOLDEN WEST Inc.
LAIMDERERS-CLEAMERS

Bob Laning of the Radio Stage
class was the student who wrote
the original script for last
Wednesday's Campus Studio pro
duction of "Minuet Moderne."
Laning's original script was sug
gested by a poem written by Am
brose Bierce, whose short plays
have formerly been adapted for
radio by the students in the Radio
Stage class.

501 North Sierra Nevada Street

Fit Right — Feel Right

TRY THE

FARMS

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

BOSTONIAN

Ph. 3-0451

School of Business

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring-

TRY THE—

"The Taste Will Tell"

(Since 1896)

raff ^California at Weber ..Stockton
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SERVING PACIFIC

VIVIAN McNEER
MODERN DANCE

PECKLER &
GIOVANESSI

Special Rates to Student**
By Appointment Only
Phone 2-3251

J

Indulge Your Whims
When You Dress to Swim

2302 Pacific Avenue

Wear sleek-fitting one-piece suits .
wear full ballerina skirts over shorts

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

Styled by:

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

Jantzen
For Sundaes - l+'s BLEWETT S

r**r

Fresh Strawberry Sundae Our Specialty

DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS

2017 PACIFIC
AVENUE

and

ICE CREAM
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FRESH FLAVORS
DAILY

WE DELIVER

YOLLAND ICE
& INCORPORATED
FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Gantner 'Floating Bra'
Mabs of Hollywood

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

B. V. D.

PAT DUNLAP

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

® Cotton

• Shortex
• Water-Velva
• Satin Knit
• Sea Ripple
• Water Lure

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613
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2.95
to

10.95
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Delicious and
Refreshing

/

Coca-Cola has the
charm of purity. Its clean,
exhilarating taste never
loses the freshness of ap
peal that first delighted you.
And it brings a refreshed
feeling that completely
satisfies.

USE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of The

Coca-Cola Co. by

C O C A - C O L A
B O T T L I N G
C O M P A N Y
O F S T O C K T O N ,
L I M I T E D
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Tiger Snarl
Although there was some
classy competition at Fresno last
week, the big officials had bet
ter watch out or they will have
to change their motto—"Where
World's Kecords Are Broken."
For the second consecutive year
no world mark has been shat
tered.

WHITE HOPES
The closest to a new mark
were Clyde Jeffrey and Hal
Davis, current white hopes In
the dashes, who were both
clocked at 9.5 in different hun
dreds. This time is only onetenth away from the recognized
record of 9.4. Jeffrey is nearing
the end of the track, so to speak.
He is a senior at Stanford Uni
versity, was declared out of this
week's meets with, a pulled
muscle.
However, Davis Is a fresh
man at Salinas Junior Col
lege. He has aspirations of
matriculating at the Univer
sity of California. Although
he was the fastest prep star
In this region for several
years, It is doubtful If he
has yet reached his zenith.
If his starting form were
perfected, he would prob
ably set new world's marks
in both sprints.
SMOOTHIE
Of the two, Davis appears to
be the smoothest runner. Jeffrey
leans forward and fights his way
around the oval; Davis glides
along in an almost vertical posi
tion, seemingly with no effort
The long hoped-for meeting be
tween the two in the P. A. meet
this week-end has faded from
reality. First, the jaysee star
will be competing in the "B" con
ference meet at Santa Rosa; also

YOU'LL BE "WAY AHEAD
cum
WITH A fyauifiiTo

Jeffrey is now declared out of
competition for a time.
We're glad that we will have
another chance to see the Mor
gan Hill (his home town) Meteor
Davis will compete this
evening In the Finnish Be
lief meet at Los Angeles.
He will fly back in order
to run at Santa Bosa to
morrow. A host of famous
dash-men will be competing
at the southern city, Includ
ing Mozelle Ellerbe — conquerer of Clyde Jeffrey last
year.
(that which he resembles when
he runs) in action. Perhaps he'll
set a world mark tomorrow; who
knows?
CONGBATULATIONS
Receiving less publicity than
for smaller deeds, the Bengals
and Cubs kicked over the traces
and showed Coach E. R. Jackson
just what they could do at the
West Coast Relays. Combined,
the eleven men making the trip
scored 10 points, a good record.
Bonnifield might easily
have won the discus, for two
more points and a gold
watch; Sullivan might also
have won or placed in the
J. C. division. Ford had an
off night in both high jump
and pole vault. Had he
reached his already-estab
lished ceiling in either, he
would have added several
points to the total.
Running the two-mile relay in
stead of the medley would have
yielded a cinch third (there were
only two teams in this—Stanford
and U. S. C.) and another mark
er. Wes Miller's mile of the
Jaysee relay would have been
deserving of a first place had not
the L. A. C. C. miler run just as
fast.
EXIT TRACK
The Cub "B" Conference meet
at Santa Rosa provides the finale
to Pacific's 1940 cinder season.
Pessimistically, or perhaps cun
ningly, Coach Jackson at the out
set of training refused to com
mit himself other than that "both
squads had possibilities." Later
he changed his tune—that both
had the makings of "the greatest
teams in the history of either in
stitution."
This final prognostication was
realized, finally this week, when
George Tomasini was clocked in
a 1:56.5 half-mile, exceptionally
fast for college competition. Mill
er and Hanner were both under
the previous C. O. P. mark. Dave
Gay tossed the shot over 47 feet
for another college record.
SURPRISE??
Tomasini closed his college
running with a new two-mile
record of close to 10 minutes
flat, smashing the former
mark by twenty-four seconds
and placing himself in line
for a special medal offered
by the Coach for a 10.07-orbetter two mile (Jackson's
own record). What's the
surprise, Coach??

Sat. - Sun. • Moil. - Tues.

"DESTRY RIDES
AGAIN"
Marlene Dietrich
James Stewart
—and—

"HIGH
SCHOOL"
Jane Withers

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

"CHARLIE
MCCARTHY,
DETECTIVE"
Edgar Bergen
—and—

' FROM

THRELFALL'S
Varsity Town again sets the
pace in sports wear . . . Tai
lored with the same exacting
care as the finest custom suit
. . . You'll be SMILES ahead
in V. T. Sport Coats and
Slacks.

"THE LIGHT
THAT FAILED"
Ronald Colman

sierra
PHONE

7-7979

H

with

LAURENCE OLIVER

Sport Coats
Tweeds
Shetlands
Camel Hair

Stttgal

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Probable Second Place Seen for Cub
Cindermen in Final Show

and

JOAN FONTAINE
One of the Year's Best
o
ALSO SELECTED
SHORT SUBJECTS

Traveling to Santa Rosa tomorrow for a belated "B"
Conference track meet, the Jaysee squad climaxes its
season as second-place favorites behind the strong Sa
linas Panther squad, winner last year. The meet, orig
inally scheduled for April 27, was moved ahead because
of heavy rains flooding the*
track.

Although there are six other
schools in the league — Marin,
Menlo, Santa Rosa, San Benito,
Placer, and Yuba—the bulk of
the competition will be furnished
by the Cubs and Salinas, with
a few individual performers from
the smaller institutions. A squad
of sixteen Cubs will make the
trip.
SALINAS FAVORED
By winning most dual meets,
placing fourth in the N.C.J.C.C.
meet at Modesto, and eighth at
the Fresno Relays, Salinas team
has established itself as topheavy favorite to recapture the
championship. Last month it out
pointed the San Mateo squad in
a dual meet. The latter school
is one of the stronger junior
colleges in the country.
The Morgan Hill Meteor,
Hal Davis is certain to put
the Panthers 10 points out
In front with wins in both
of the sprints. Contrary to
prevailing opinion, Davis will
not compete in the Pacific
Association meet, held in
Berkeley tomorrow. At Mo
desto, Davis won the 220yard dash In 20.6 for the
fastest time registered this
year In the country; also, his
9.5 hundred at Fresno is
only one-tenth away from
the world's record.
Panthers Flautt and Sinclair
will be strong entrants in the
quarter, although Charlie Blackwell whipped both at Modesto.
This duo also forms the back
bone for a formidable relay
quartet. Gerald Cissna and
Merit Davis are favored to cap
ture places in the middle dis
tances.
DISTANCE ACE
Rico Crosetti is the outstand
ing distance ace of the Salinas
team. His third at Modesto was
close to 4:30, and, although
Miller is favored to win this
event, Crosetti will give King
a good race for second position.
High jumpers Ben Robin
son and Roger Romlne are
both doing over six feet; the
latter tied for first at the
Conference meet at 6 feet
l'/4 inches. Robinson, captain
of the Panther squad, also
pole vaults, having tied for
first at Modesto at 13 feet.
Both are adept In the javelin
and shot.
HURDLES
Salinas is well-fortified in the
hurdle events, Johnnie Lee being
capable of doing the high sticks
in under 16 seconds and lows
under 25. Gipe is a capable
teammate. Although both were
shut out in the Conference meet,
they will be favorites without
the Sacramento contingent. • Lee
and Yamamoto tied for third in
the broad jump, making them
second choices behind McNeilly
of Marin.
CUBS' CHANCES
Of the other junior colleges,
Stockton has whipped Menlo,
Placer, and Yuba in two tri
angular meets. The only Menlo
first place winner was Dunlap
in the discus and Rodgers in
the broad jump; both men can
be beaten by Cubs. McNeilly,
favorite in the latter event, is
defending champion and has been
getting out over 22(4 feet. He
took second behind a Sacramento
jumper at Modesto. Abbot of
Marin may squeeze out Cub
Davies with his jumps of six
feet.
Many Cubs are favored to
win their races; some have
a chance to break existing
"B" records. Surest, bet is
that Wes Miller will crack
the mile mark of 4:32.6. He
has run nine seconds faster
than this. Miller also has a
chance to crack the half

I'tx

College Net
Tourney
Bogs Down

The All-College Interclass Ten
nis Tournament bogged down
slightly during the past week,
and little progress was made in
the three divisions of competition.
Interest in the mixed doubles
competition, especially, was lack
ing with no matches being played
throughout the week. Coaches
Kjeldsen and Jackson urged the
entrants to play their matches as
soon as possible.
QUARTER FINALS
Reaching the quarter-finals in
the singles competition were
Marcello Umipeg, Francis Hell
man, Jim Kaffen, and Ian Hutch
eon. The results of the Stewart
Browne-Sayers match, and the
Herman Sapiro-Doug Sabiston
were not available.
The men's doubles competition
has been progressing slowly, but
the veteran team' of Herman
Sapiro and Francis Hellman have
won their way to the semi-finals.
They defeated the team of Gifford and Codinez 6-2, 6-4 in handy
fashion.
The favored team of Stew
art Browne and Doug Sabiston
will probably face Sapiro and
Hellman, but they must first
defeat Smith and Traphagen.
Ian Hutcheon and Marcello
Umipeg, Tiger varsity duo,
are still in the running, and
may prove to be the surprise
element this year.
MEDALS
The finals in each of the divis
ions of this tournament will be
played on class day. The winners
will receive gold medals and have
their names inscribed on perpet
ual trophies while the runnerup
entrants will receive s i l v e r
medals.
mark if he is entered in
the shorter distance. Monday
he ran 1:57 as compared to
the record of 2:03.5.
WINNERS?
Bud Brown and Charlie Blackwell have both run only seven
tenths of a second behind the
440-yard dash mark and should
come close. Howie Greenman,
after being shut out at "Modesto,
may find the competition less
keen here. His 25 flat time may
be good for a place in the low
hurdles.
Either Don Sullivan, with a
toss of 140 feet, or A1 Philp
stand a chance to win the discus.
They may also enter the shotput. Tom Davies with a jump
several weeks ago of six feet
may place in the high jump.
The relay runners will have to
extend their present times to
defeat Salinas in the batonpassing event; however, they are
favored over the other schools.
Following is a complete
list of the competitors mak
ing the trip: John Beanland,
Charlie Black well, John
Brown, Bob Conaway, Stan
Cooley, Tom Davies, Dave
Earley, Howard Greenman,
Francis King, Wes Miller, A1
Philp, Ray Stacy, Don Sulli
van, Bob Thode, and Bob
West.
LEAVE EARLY
The squad will leave tomorrow
morning at 8:00 o'clock in
private automobiles. Time trials
in the dashes and hurdle events
will start promptly at 1:30 p. m.
This is the final meet of the
Junior College.

PHIL "FLIP" RITCHIE thought he was winding up
his 1940 season in the Stockton JV C.-Pacific meet, but
his time of 9.9 encouraged him to try to enter his name
in the Pacific Association meet in Berkeley Saturday.
Reply to his telegraphic application could not be learned
at press time.
, _ ..
—Photo by Bastian
Courtesy Stockton Independent

Bonnifield, Ford Star
at Fresno Relays
Cinder Squad Captures Fifth Place; Jaysees
Second in Medley, Get 6 Points
Placing strongly in the field events, the Tiger cinder
squad took a fifth place in the collegiate class at the
Fresno Relays. The feature of the evening was the battle
waged between "Red" Fred Bonnifield and Stanford's
Stan Anderson in the discus, the latter finally winning.
Other men to place were Lew '
Ford and the medley relay quar
50.5 quarter to give Charlie
tet. The Jaysee team managed
Blackwell second place. Run
to land in tenth place with six
ning in a foreign race,
points, garnered by the medley
"Happy" Charlie found him
relay group which took a second
self in last place with a
behind Los Angeles City College.
2:04 half. King put the Jay
Bonnifield's first toss went
sees back In the running
147 feet and gave him second
when he passed several men
in the discus. The winning
in his 3:23 three-lap run.
throw was only a yard more.
CUB STARS
In practice before the event
got under way the red giant
Wes Miller gave the fans a
tossed one out over 155 feet.
treat when he poured It on in
Lew Ford, defending high
the mile and pulled the Cubs
jump champ, took a tie for
into second place; however, he
third at 6 feet 3 inches. He
could not catch the L.A.C.C.
also cleared 13 feet in the
miler. Miller was clocked un
pole vault, but failed to
officially in 4:23, which Is sev
place, Ken Dills winning at
eral seconds faster than he has
14 feet 2 inches.
run in straight competition. Don
MEDLEY MEN
Sullivan did not place in the
The Tiger medley relay group discus throw which was won by
placed second in a special col Batinski of Fullerton at 139 feet.
lege race which did not award
Compton, Los Angeles, and
points. Diminutive, spindly San Mateo held the first three
Bobby Madrid overcame a handi places in the final scoring; how
cap of 70 yards to win the ever, of the "B" Conference
event for Fresno.
schools, only Salinas surpassed
Dan Looney, running the the effort of the Cubs, by 3
quarter, was clocked in 49.9 to points.
give the Bengals a short lead.
Highlites of the night meet
Cordner Nelson and Jack Hanner
were "Dutch" Warmerdam
failed to pace themselves ac
clearing 14 feet 6 Inches in
curately in the half and 1320the pole vault, but missing
yard stages respectively, their
a world-record try at 15 feet
times being 2:03 and 3:19.
2 inches; Hal Davis and
George Tomasini ran the mile
Clyde Jeffrey, both doing 9.5
under 4:30 and passed the Ceil
in separate hundred-yard
Tech. miler, Schneider, but he
dashes; and Paul Moore of
could not catch Madrid.
Stanford barely losing to
Troy's Louie Zamperinl after
OUR DEERS
The winning school was Stan
spotting the dark runner
ford University, with Southern
twenty yards in the open
medley relay.
California, U.C.L.A. and Fresno
ahead of Pacific in the final
standings.
The Jaysee medley group
found itself with strong
initial and final lap-men. Bud
Brown paced himself to a
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STOCKTON

Starts Sunday

"IRENE"
Anna Neagle
Roy Milland
Robert Young
—and—

"ON THEIR OWN"
Spring Byington
Henry Armetta

5.00 to 8.50

For Refreshment and Fellowship

TYPEWRITER

Writing finis to the best track season ever witq,
at COP. the Tiger varsity lightly trod on "Junior
the tune of 98^4 t° 31%*
The fair-haired boy of the two-day meet was
lonin' George" Tomasini, who cracked records in 1
the two-mile and' the 880. In*
running the two-mile he peeled almost made a photo finish
°UI
off a mere 24 seconds from the of the race.
In the century, Ritchie Clfll
old mark of 10:25, while in the
half-mile event two seconds were the only good start of the"1*
S?i
chipped off as he brojee the son, and he proved it h,
tape in 1:56.5. George also is time of 9.9. With Los a ^
the only man to hold three "Parade of Champions"
records; the track record of coming up in a few day^
4:31.2 in the mile likewise
could be possible that Y
held by him.
!'P'
will be there.
RED FRED TOSSES
Danny Boy Looney pr0V(.
"Torchy" Bonnifield got out
WfLS hnftlr
in form as h™
heft was
back in
the best heave this season as
took a fast 440 away fr
he threw the discus 153 feet
Brown and Blackwell of n"
8Vz inches. It is unfortunate
Cubs. This trio finished th
the big Red Bomber could not
same in the furlong, tT
find himself at the West Coast
winning time being 03 f] e
Relays last week, as the win
In the two-mile Francis v
ning throw was only 150 feet of the Tigerlets pressed To^
by Stan Anderson of Stanford sini until the last lap. KinDave and Dean Gay also put expected to prove valuable
in their best throws of the year the Tiger squad next year
as they followed Bonnifield. A1 LOONEY HIGH
Philp, Cub sensation in the
While winning the jave]i
weights did not compete in this
with
a good throw of 157 {
event due to a sore arm.
Aron Remple did not take fr!
Wes Miller, Cub distance
place. Jack Frishholz, unattache
star, did not compete in his
bettered this toss by four fe,
favorite event the mile, due
Guamnitz, throwing for the ffr
to a strenuous race at
time this year took a second
Fresno Saturday night. Wes
place with Davies of the Cut*
also comoetes In the meet
51
third.
at Santa Rosa tomorrow and
High point man for the
Coach Jackson wants him
meet was Dan Looney with
at his best. With Tomasini
II lA points, Rogers was sec
also out of the mile this
ond
with 10Vi, and Ford and
explains the slow time of
Tomasini tied for third with
4:52.5 set by Cordner Nelson.
10 each.
BAD BREAK
The
final event, the mile relai
Leaoin' Lew Ford, while go
was
nip
and tuck all the wa
ing after what would have been
record number five, had cleared until the anchor lap whe
13 feet 7% Inches but was blown Looney came up the hom
back onto the bar by the heavy stretch going away. The tim
was 3:30, with Jack Hanner rui
wind from the north.
Dave, still having that Gay ning the fastest lap of eith<
The
quartets weri
old time, cracked Moose Dis team.
brow's ten year old record in Meyers, Nelson, Hanner an
the shot with a put of 47 feet Looney for the Tigers; Blac
1% inches. Dean, of the varsity, well, Conaway, Miller and Brow
and Philp, of the Cubs were for the Cubs.
tagging along within throwing
distance, and finished in this
Duke
University's baseba
order.
coach, Jack Coombs, once pitche
In the 880, won by Toma
a 24-inning game, longest
sini, the record was broken
American League history.
by Miller and Hanner also,
as these two ran under 1:58,
7
which is still half of a sec
ond under the old mark.
ROGERS MISSES
Another record was lost as
Rogers, handicapped by lack of
practice for a week, could not
clear the 120-yard highs faster
than 15.6. Kenny did better than
this heading into a stiff wind
at Chico. Pressing him hard all
the way was Walt Kelly, who

AGAIN IT'S

Bravo & McKeega
FOR

SENIOR and JUNIOR
COLLEGE —We must
have your CAP 'n'
GOWN O R D E R S by
June 1. Come in to
day!

PAUL H. LE0NHARD
PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records

C. O. P. GRADS—
If You Want
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

DISCOUNT TO PSA-ERS
PlIONE 3-028O

436 E. Market

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB INN

See ROBLEE
at

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

TRY USl — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK I
FOR
THEMSELVES!

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

National Towel & Laundry Co,

LATJNDERjERS
#25 N. Wilson Way
i

•SHOE S T O R E F O R M E N o n d BOYS*
39 N. SUTTER ST,

SPORT
COATS

RAVIOLIS—
SPAGHETTI—
FOREIGN

Shoes For Men

DELICACIES— |

Gaia-Delticchi
Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

American and Channel

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always

Tweeds and Shetlands in ne*
weaves and colorings to
blend with this season's slack
colors.

$15 to $25
and

SLACKS
Gabardines,

flannels,

Bed

ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH .„d DINNER

Bravo & McKeega®

DRY CLEANERS
Phono 4-4695

313 E. MAIN
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'On The Campus
For You"

Ph. 2-8514
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Come in and get them now.
Just arrived and only a
limited number of extras.
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FOR SPORTSTennis Balls
Swim Caps
Film Supplies

$1.50 PER MONTH
(Latest Models Slightly
higher)
All New Portables Sold
75c and $1.00 Per Week
"NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGE"

THE CUB HOUSE
'Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Four Records Smashed in Terrific
Assault; Tomasini Sets Two

Kent a

12.50 to 25.00

Slacks

puj*

A 9.9 CENTURY

JTCALIFORNI

Don't Miss

"REBECCA

Jaysees, Salinas
Favored in Meet

Tigers Whip Cub$
in Final Meet

II

